The locust tegula: kinematic parameters and activity pattern during the wing stroke.
The tegula is a complex, knob-shaped sense organ associated with the base of the locust wing. Despite a detailed knowledge of its role in flight motor control, little is known about the relationship between the stroke parameters of the wing, movement of the tegula organ and the pattern of tegula activity. In this study, therefore, the kinematic parameters of the fore- and hindwings were investigated with respect to the tegula activity pattern during tethered flight. The following results were obtained. (i) The tegula moves through a complex three-dimensional trajectory during the wing stroke, involving inclination and rotation about its longitudinal axis. (ii) The kinematic parameters of tegula movement are phase-locked to the wing stroke and vary in conjunction with wing stroke parameters such as amplitude and cycle period. (iii) In accordance with these phase-locked kinematics, both the onset of tegula activity with respect to the downstroke (latency) and the discharge of the organ (burst duration and amplitude) vary in conjunction with downstroke movement and cycle period, resulting in an (almost) constant phase of tegula activation during the stroke cycle. (iv) The pattern of tegula activity during flight is largely independent of stroke amplitude. (v) The latency, burst duration and amplitude of tegula activity are strongly related to the angular velocity of the wing during the downstroke, with latency reaching a steady minimum value at higher angular velocities. The data suggest that the tegula encodes the timing and velocity of the downstroke and that it may be involved in the control of the stroke's angular velocity.